
Staff development, 
support and 
wellbeing



Introductory Reflections

How has staff workload been considered in teaching for learning developments?

How do we foster and support a culture of continuous improvement?

How do we identify and provide bespoke support for teachers where additional needs 
are identified?

How do we support our early career teachers? How was this explored by Ofsted during 
inspection? 

What do you feel your school / college does very well in relation to this workshop’s focus?

What do you feel your school / college could improve in relation to this workshop’s focus?

Is there anything specific that you’re particularly keen to find out more about?



Introductions

• 27th year as a teacher
• English specialist
• Previous roles have included leadership of subject 

and faculties; lead practitioner for teaching and 
learning; SENDCO; Director of student 
achievement

• Current role: Assistant Principal with 
responsibility for teaching for learning and trust 
lead for the Early Career Framework, ITT and 
NPQs



How has staff workload been considered in teaching for learning developments?



Collaboration



Advice







• How we learn course for all 
student-facing staff

• Videos for students and teaching 
for learning summer preparatory 
work

• CPD schedule and inquiry 
process

• Weekly communication schedule

• Revision campaigns



• 12 TfL principles which are linked 
to research into metacognition 

• Consistent across college and trust 
but not constraining- need to be 
subject specific and suited to 
individual teachers-some non-
negotiables eg retrieval

• These principles are revisited 
through weekly TfL takeaways, new 
staff induction and CPD 
videos/learning library

• Opportunities for peer coaching 
and support



Setting your TfL focus for the 
year



How can we ensure we create an effective 
focus?

Improve literacy among my students in 
my subject to develop their subject 
knowledge, specifically for exam units. 

• Can modelling and reducing 
cognitive load improve my 
students’ independence and 
ability to apply
complex Physics principles to a 
variety of unseen applications?How do I effectively model exam 

question answers to students?
How do I prepare students to 
confidently answer a 10 mark exam 
question? 

How can I use dual coding in A Level PE to 
positively impact students’ learning?

Can modelling and dual coding help
those who think differently?



When setting a 
goal or objective, 
check if it follows 
the PEERS 
framework.

POWERFUL

EASY

EMOTIONALLY COMPELLING

REACHABLE

SPECIFIC



Powerful

Is it worth the investment of time?

Does it address the fundamental or underlying 
issue?

Is it student-focused rather than teacher-focused? 

Does it address a student achievement, behaviour 
or attitude outcome?

Will make a real difference to students’ learning?



Easy

• Is it simple, clear and easy to 
understand and implement?



Emotionally Compelling

Is it motivating? Does it really matter to you as 
the teacher?



Reachable

• Is it accessible, manageable and 
achievable?



Specific

Does it describe a clear destination (precise 
and vivid description of what will be different 

if the goal is hit)?

Does it describe the shortest path to the 
destination (a teaching and learning technique 

that can make the change happen)?

Does it allow some way of measuring progress 
toward the goal?



Focus area: Improve students’ 
use of independent retrieval

Target 1

-Introduce Cornell note-taking 
for all students
-Scaffold and model the 
technique
-build in summary notes into 
review section of class and then 
incorporate into DIL 
expectations
-model effective note-taking 
techniques, symbols and 
graphical approaches
-introduce peer testing in class 
using the recall cues
-build self testing in to class 
practices

POWERFUL- yes, informed by evidence, focus on students’ learning 
behaviours, addresses problem of knowledge recall

EASY- low cost, easy to scaffold, supported by SIL and tutorial 
programme

EMOTIONALLY COMPELLING-impact can be seen quickly, can be easily 
monitored as a teacher, lifelong learner skills for students

REACHABLE- easy to instigate/ no resources needed/ no cost

SPECIFIC:

All students will use Cornell notes and know how to use recall cues to 
self-quiz. This will be demonstrated in lessons and supported by peers

Students will have developed effective self-regulation habits, including 
review of material, taking ownership of gaps in knowledge and 
incorporate self testing as an independent routine

Recall will improve and lead to improved assessment results



•What 
now?



The identify questions if you are 
working with a coach or peer to 
help set your targets and focus

On a scale of 1-10, with 1 
being the worst lesson 

you’ve taught and 10 being 
the best, how would you 

rank that lesson?

What pleased you about the 
lesson?

What would have to change 
to move the lesson closer to 

10?

What would your students 
be doing differently if your 

class was a 10?

Tell me more about what 
that would look like

How could we measure that 
change?

Do you want that to be your 
goal?

If you could hit that goal, 
would it really matter to 

you?

What teaching strategy can 
you use to hit your goal?

What are your next steps?









Communication







How do we identify and provide bespoke support for teachers where additional needs are 
identified?



IDENTIFY LEVEL OF CONCERN/SUPPORT NEEDED 
TO DETERMINE NEXT STEPS



How do we support our early career teachers?

UCL programme
Experienced mentors with dedicated time to prepare and support
Subject buddies
Individualised approach
Year 2 inquiry approach fits into our TfL improvement approach
Peer support ethos
Supplementary and bespoke CPD but not onerous additional commitment
Time to visit other schools and colleges
Experts in early career framework to enhance support-4 ECF facilitators in college
Additional mentoring CPD and support to ensure high quality



Going beyond the early career framework

Year 3 teacher Year 4  teacher Year 5 teacher

No remission

ECT ‘buddy’

½ termly catch ups to discuss:
• Wellbeing and workload
• Evidence based pedagogy
• Personal inquiry progress

• Career development
Coached lesson observation, peer observation programme

and team teaching developed as desired/needed

Online Trust ECT community

No remission

ECT ‘buddy’

½ termly catch ups to discuss:
• Wellbeing and workload
• Evidence based pedagogy
• Personal inquiry progress

• Career development
Coached lesson observation, peer observation 
programme and team teaching developed as 

desired/needed

Online Trust ECT community

Enhanced opportunities for job shadowing

No remission

ECT ‘buddy’

Termly catch ups to discuss:
• Wellbeing and workload
• Evidence based pedagogy
• Personal inquiry progress

• Career development
Coached lesson observation, peer observation 
programme and team teaching developed as 

desired/needed

Online Trust ECT community

Enhanced opportunities for job shadowing

ECT mentoring training



What information did we provide?

To portal:
• CPD programme for last 3 years
• Example documentation for additional 

support plans
• New staff induction programme
• Teaching for learning policy including ECT 

policy

In meetings and further requests during inspection:
• Staff communication schedule
• APR exemplar documentation
• List of professional priority foci
• Details of external courses accessed and accredited 

qualifications undertaken by staff
• Learning walk form and summary of findings
• CPD audit/evaluation
• Staff voice summary 



What activities did inspectors undertake?

• Teacher conversations
• Meetings with leaders
• Review of paperwork
• Phone conversations with external partners
• OFSTED survey



What common questions did inspectors ask?

Key areas:
• Workload
• Professional development
• Consistent messages

To staff:
• How is your workload and 

wellbeing managed and 
supported?

• What does CPD look like here? Is 
it useful time?

• Do you like working here? Why?
• How do you know you are doing a 

good job?
• Are there opportunities for you to 

develop?
• Are you supported in your role?
• What are the college priorities? 

How do you know?

To leaders:
• How do you know how good teaching 

is at college?
• How do you develop this?
• Where are your strengths and 

weaknesses?
• What happens if teaching falls below 

what you expect?
• Do you use external agencies to 

support/develop teachers?
• How do you develop subject 

knowledge in your team?
• How do you support new/early career 

teachers?
• How do you manage teachers’ 

workload and wellbeing?



Plenary Reflection

Can you identify some key priorities / strategies / systems 
that you could introduce or develop further within your 
own school or college?


